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Foote: Immolation Scene

POETRY

353
Suggests that not all felt is known
that a woman's breath
is no less her than her hand
that her hand is no more herthan the longing she says is mythical .
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Dusk suggests that myths
might grow as weary as stones

J.
IMMOLATION

C.

CREWS

SCENE

, Old Adain Godbold, the ~heepherder, had two sons,
The older of whom was called Albert
And the younger, Kenneth;
And they lived all three alone
~ '
'In a log cabin between the Lake Fork
And Yellowstone Rivers,
Where the desolation was as Godbold had pronounced itFor good,
And the wind, wiping down from the primitive Uintas
, (Those dissolving bones of 'geologic giants),
Worked the sage br~sh back and forth
Forever in the tan eye of the sun.
The two rivers, falling this way and that,
Found confluence below,
And t4e separate waters (one draining
A blue, "bottomless" lake, and ~e othe~a."Y" gash
In the mountain whose springS bled yellow)
Sighed one to the other, of the sea.
Adam named the first river, Albert,
And the other he called, Kenneth;
And he told how the first would cleanse the second.
The 'earth as an act of 'God
(Adam discovered) , and that God
Requiring propitiation
etemally.
.
,

~

The earth as a sexual act, the thrust
And foaming and splendor (Albert thought),
Slicing the throats of the warm lambs,
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The firstlings hacked over and over
To the ritual of Adam.
Vengeance is ours, shouted the whores
And the cripples and the untamed,All with their unacceptable gifts.
And Kenneth caved in the head of Godbold
With the hoist of a rock.
I am looking for my father (cried Albert),
In the wilderness, by the rivers,
.
Over the wasted-mountains and in the terrible cities;
.I am searching for his name.
I am waiting for that which I never was
To find me.
~
I am not that one (repeated Kenneth) ,
Not that cursed one wandering the earth;
I have violence.
~
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And the rivers, becoming one, accepting all orders,
Turned their fright over and over to the sea;
The two rivers forming (not the cross) the "Y" symbol:
Schizoid beginnings and paranoic unities of the age,The rivers came together like two wars
Tumbling their dead into the sea.
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Here is the digging grave frozen clods up
o God great Universes Existences
Take care of him he is just like Mickey POQr child Poor child! Poor child
Screaming Bah ~rs splatter blood points starred _
Over pavement side to side arrow red sawdust
Pool of blood nude little dog's head Little Mickey
While my son shouts at his father his father grieving shouts
The moon full as never before why tremendous
To. the eye above horizon and small ,.~>ver the zenith
I have never figured that out says my father
His legs all scars and lesions from automobile accidents
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